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Introduction
The Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest is
responsible for over 4 million acres of Forest Service
land on the east side of the Cascade range in
Washington State. Management of these lands
encompasses things such as timber, recreation on
Forest Service lands, geology, archeology, fire
suppression, infrastructure maintenance, and
management of property boundaries.

Duties Performed
As a survey technician I performed the following
duties this summer:
• Property corner maintenance and note taking for
filling land corner records
• Setting up for traverse surveys by placing control
points and side shots
• Property boundary maintenance
• Using surveying data to post property boundary
with posts and property boundary signs
• Using GPS rover units to collect data points to
construct topographical maps
• Moving and setting up surveying tripods
• Working with supervisors to devise a daily plan for
working in the field
• Assisted with setting new property corners

A Bureau of Land Management property corner
with the original corner stone which had been
set in the early 1900s alongside. The original
stone is market 1/4 as this is a quarter corner
which marks the halfway point along a section
line. This is because these corners can be
used to divide a square mile section into
quarters.

Summary
This job has contributed to my professional growth
in a number of ways such as:
• Written and verbal communication skills
• Leadership and teamwork building skills
• An understanding of survey techniques and
equipment and how this could be applied to
precision agriculture
• An openness and consideration for others
opinions, ideas, and views
• Plan development in order to complete objectives
in a safe and efficient manner

Above: A surveying tripod set up with a reflective
mirror. In this case it was acting as a foresight during
a traverse survey in the Blewett Pass area.
Left: This is a bearing tree tag on a large ponderosa
pine up the Taneum drainage outside Ellensburg.
Bearing trees are commonly used today to aid in
finding property corners which are in obscure
locations or have been buried. Bearing trees are
especially significant however in that, historically, they
have been used in order to reestablish and remonument a corner if it has gone missing.

